A double continuum physical and mathematical model of evolution of precursor in a vaporizing droplet of low-concentration solution of metal salt in the process of its heating in the flow of heat transfer medium of a plasma chemical reactor is represented in this paper. This model was developed to study the morphology of ceramic powder particles depending on solution characteristics and parameters of a hightemperature gaseous heat transfer medium which determine heat and mass transfer with a droplet medium.
Plasma chemical synthesis including thermo-chemical decomposition of liquid sprayed agents(precursors) in the flow of a high-temperature gaseous heat transfer medium [1, 2] is one of the most promising technologies of production of ceramic powders with controlled parameters. The term "spray pyrolysis" is used for this technology in English [3] .
Analysis of separate stages of plasma chemical synthesis nave indicated [1] [2] [3] [4] that powder particle morphology is formed at the stage of droplet evaporation. Simultaneous solvent evaporation from the droplet surface and salt diffusion towards the center of the droplet is the basic process determining product structure. The relation between the rates of these processes not only determines the size of a salt ″residue″ particle formed in the process of solvent evaporation but also its structure -nut-type (with a relatively empty nucleus) or solid (without any cavities).
Physical and mathematical models of processes taking place in a plasma chemical reactor are necessary to provide controlled operation of the latter in order to produce particles with specified characteristics. At the same time, a number of well-known works are based on very significant simplifying assumptions in description of processes in the droplet of solution [1] [2] [3] [4] , particularly on approximate equality of solvent density and admixture density. This fact significantly reduces predictability of characteristics of synthesized metal oxide powders and their morphology (internal structure). The offered double continuum model of evolution of precursor droplet considers diffusion of an admixture with the density different from the density of the solvent. At the main stage of the process when solvent evaporates under the influence of external heat flow it can be assumed that droplet surface temperature is equal to boiling temperature Tvap for given ambient pressure.
In the framework of the model of centrally symmetric reduced film [4, 5] (the radius of this film is determined by the condition of quasi-stationary heat exchange with the medium Re∆ -Reynolds number of relative particle movement in a gas flow; λg -gas heat transfer coefficient; cvap -specific heat capacity of vapors; Hvap -heat of evaporation.
The following difference scheme can be used to solve these equations. 
